ABSTRACT: This paper explores the use of recorded videos as essay advice for students in Politics. The vidcasts were made to provide generalised assistance to students attempting final year essays in the module Elections and Voters at the University of Manchester and were uploaded onto the course virtual learning environment and Youtube. Statistics of usage show impressive uptake of the videos by students and testimony from students and results suggest that they had a positive effect on student performance. Although a word of caution is cited as the Open Data era may make analysis of the effects of technology on learning harder to assess. Finally the vidcasts proved a useful reflective tool for the course instructors and were an efficient way of managing student demand on the time of lecturing staff
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INTRODUCTION:
POLI30242 Elections and Voters is a final year undergraduate Politics course at the University of Manchester in the UK. Running in the second semester (January-June), it is open to students from many degree schemes almost all from the Humanities. I have taught it at Manchester, alone or in conjunction with colleagues since 1994.
The course has benefitted from technology-enhanced teaching before. In recent years, students on Elections and Voters have had access to guest lectures and a range of supporting material on the virtual learning environment (VLE) for the course. This has included the uploading of bespoke video-interviews with leading academics from other institutions, political bloggers, politicians and journalists. Furthermore the course has been particularly successful at integrating social media into the curriculum -most notably the use of Twitter as a teaching aid 1 .
In 2011-12 the course recruited 72 students from a range of backgrounds and study schemes. Most were Politics 'majors' (studying Politics and International Relations), or joint honours students (taking degrees in Law and Politics, History and Politics, Economics and Politics, Philosophy and Politics or PPE). A few were taking the course as their only Politics option in the final year of their undergraduate degree (reading History, European Studies and Modern Languages, Business and Management, and Accounting and Finance). Three students were on study abroad schemes from France, Japan and the USA.
The formal assessment for the course is divided into two parts, an assessed essay worth one-third of the final mark and a final exam weighted for the remaining two-thirds. In order to prevent significant overlap between essay and exam topics the syllabus was divided into two discrete sections. The early part of the syllabus ( four teaching weeks) provided six essay questions The 2011-12 essay questions were drawn from four substantive topics, Class voting; Race, age and gender voting patterns; Geography; Party Identification and were due to be submitted in March. The May exam was drawn from the rest of the syllabus. 
5)
Should the concept of partisan identification be scrapped, reformed or left alone? 6) Critically assess the claim by Patrick Dunleavy that neighbourhood effects models of electoral behaviour are inadequate, because they do not explain why or how living in a certain place should affect vote choice but assume that "political alignment brushes off on people by rubbing shoulders in the street".
ESSAY SUBMISSION PROCEDURE:
THE ASSESSED ESSAY The essay should be a maximum of 3,000 words long and is worth 1/3 of the total marks for the course. You should draw upon the lectures and course readings in justifying your answer. The essay must be submitted by both electronic means and in hard copy. The electronic version should be uploaded to Blackboard portal as part of the Turnitin scheme. The hard copy must be submitted to the Politics Undergraduate Office (Ground Floor, Arthur Lewis Building). The essay must be accompanied by the Essay Submission Form. The deadline for essay submission is 2pm, Monday March 19, 2012 for both electronic (turnitin) and hard copies You MUST submit your essay in BOTH forms.
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GENERIC PRE-SUBMISSION ADVICE
One of the challenges of teaching a large final year course like Elections and Voters is the increasing pressure from students to provide pre-submission advice. One to one advise sessions can be time-consuming and inefficient. Generic advice delivered in lectures is useful but not always appreciated by students who increasing demand personalised learning experiences (and can only be delivered to those in attendance). For reasons of equity, the convenors of each course at Manchester have to decide whether to allow students to submit a pre-submission essay plan for consultation or not. If academics allow essay plans they must allow all students who wish to submit a plan for consultation to get feedback before the due date. The most common practice thus is to refuse to look at pre-submission essay plans for medium and large sized courses. To be sure, we felt that we simply could not ensure equity of practice by agreeing to assess up to 72 essay plans as well as marking 72 essays before the end of March.
We decided therefore to pre-record generic essay advice on video and direct all student enquiries to these vidcasts in the first place in lieu of accepting essay plans.
THE VIDCASTS
Six vidcasts were recorded (one for each of the essay questions). They varied in length from 02:36 minutes for the Social Class vidcast to 06:57 minutes for the Party Identification vidcast. The format for the videos was identical, one (or both) of the lecturers spoke explicitly about the question, a brief resume of the psephological theory and leading proponents of it and how good students might extend their answers by talking about real world applications to the psephological theory. All six vidcasts were uploaded onto my
YouTube channel and then also directly hosted on the University of Manchester's course VLE (BlackBoard 9). Students were notified in lectures, tutorials, via email and twitter of the existence of the vidcasts. In the email notifications instructions were given for finding the vidcasts on BB9 (from the course outline tab). Six separate twitter messages were sent to the followers of both course convenors using the course's bespoke hashtag. Each notification was accompanied by a linkable url for the corresponding vidcast.
Figure 2: The Mounted Vidcasts
It is important to remember that the aim of the vidcasts was to provide generic -rather than specific -advice for students attempting the essays. There was also a desire to minimise the number of requests received from students to give feedback on essay plans and model answers.
RESULTS: VIEWING AND RESULTS COMPARED
To say that we were surprised with the success of the vidcasts would be something of an understatement. The vidcasts were mounted on YouTube and the course VLE on March 5 two weeks before the essay submission date. By the end of the first day all six videos had been viewed more than 20 times on the BB9 site alone.
Using the embedded analytics software in BB9 we are allowed to conduct an interesting set of analyses of data surrounding the viewing of the vidcasts for POLI30242. For example if we take Vidcast 1 -Social Class we can see that there were a high number of viewings of the advice video on each of the 15 days from vidcast release to the day of essay submission. shows that students watched the vidcast despite the passing of the essay submission date.
The vidcast was not designed to be particularly helpful in preparing for the exam (which was drawn from different areas of the syllabus to the essay question topics), but students may have persisted with the exercise nonetheless. Possibly students may have been looking a number of things when accessing the vidcast after essay submission; reassurance after handing in the essay; a direct comparison of advice and feedback after the essay was marked; or just general reassurance about how to answer any question in the exam for a discipline like psephology.
We can also see who watched the vidcast, and when. It is interesting to note that many students watched the same vidcast repeatedly. One student watched the vidcast 34 times, 31 of which were in the week before submission. The student who, as it happened, received the very best mark for the essay (78%) watched the vidcast on BB9 10 times, 4 times on the due date and twice on each of the following times, two days, three days and seven dates before submission. However there is no easy relationship between viewing the vidcast on BB9 and performance in the essay. Indeed it seems that strong and weaker students alike watched the vidcasts -the student who watched Vidcast 1 34 times only received a mark of 55% (which was slightly worse than their performance in the exam).
BB9 Analytics allow us to look at the time of day that users viewed the vidcasts. Perhaps unsurprisingly many of the viewings of vidcast 1 on BB9 were in 'normal' working hours but there were also considerable hits through the night. In fact some students watched Vidcast1 on BB9 during each individual hour in the whole of March, there were even separate two hits from the BB9 site between 5-6am during that month. Of the 792 BB9 hits for vidcast 1 from hosting to end of May, 182 were on a Monday, and only 70 on a Saturday. This seems relatively meaningless, except to show that students presumably accessed the BB9 at home as well as on campus. If this means anything however the day of use statistics might reflect that both the day of mounting on BB9 and the due date for the essay were both Mondays and both dates say spikes in usage.
It is also possible to repeat this exercise for the Youtube version of the videos. YouTube and YouTube makes it easier for students to access the same information according to their preference. What is lost by the lack of control over the data may be compensated by the improvement in the student experience. The BB9 analytics data allows us to identify individuals and their viewing patterns. We can see how many times they viewed a Vidcast and search for a relationship with the mark awarded. However, as the discussion above hinted at, there is no relationship between student performance and views on BB9. This may not be surprising -as we know that the BB9 usage figures may mask other forms of consumption via YouTube. It is also true that the vidcasts were used by good students and poor students alike. Every single one of the 72 students watched at least one vidcast on BB9. Moreover, there are no sound grounds to assume an a priori relationship with the volume of views and essay results. There does not seem to be a satisfactory explanation for why watching a vidcast for a 5 th time should significantly improve the chance of getting a better mark in an essay. Nevertheless there are some data that point to success with the vidcasts. The mean mark for the students on the course was 64.7% for the essay, the mean mark for exam performance was 60.5%. In the previous decade of teaching this course there had never been such a profound -and significant -difference in the marks for students on POLI30242 across the two modes of assessment. Furthermore of the 11 students whose performance differed across both methods of assessment by more than one degree classification (i.e. a differential of greater than 10%) every single one performed better in the essay than in the examination. There were three incidences of students gaining lower second class marks in the exam (50-59%) and first class marks in the essay (70%+). Most students received similar marks in both forms of assessment (marking criteria often works as a corrective measure for differences in different forms of assessment anyway) but a notable minority of students on Elections and Voters in 2011-12 did not. Moreover some of the very best student essays came from students who performed significantly less well in the exam. Students frequently tell us that they prefer essays to exams but this prejudice is seldom borne out by statistical analysis of results. POLI30242 provides some evidence last year for differential performance. 
Essay and Exam Performance Difference
Difference
STUDENT VIEWS
As ever, students were asked for their views on the course via the course unit evaluations.
There was also a Best in Blackboard competition run in Manchester. Our course was nominated by some students. The following statements are drawn from the evaluations and nominations. What is surprising is how sophisticated many of their reflections seem.
• Provided detailed videos running through individual topics. In doing so, they provided a concise overview of the basics of the topic, while effectively signposting where the student is expected to conduct personal study. Also managed to convey themes within the topic, and emphasis that would not have been possible within lecture slides or a typed document.
• Use of videos to summarise Essay questions meant assessment criteria was much clearer than when presented in a course guide. Meant I was quickly able to identify what aspects of the course were addressed by each essay question, and was made clear what to do to attain a top level answer in an informative and engaging way. Part of the value of the videos came in Prof Russell's clear enthusiasm for the topic and humour, a characteristic shared by Rob Ford.
• Andrew Russell and Rob Ford created blackboard videos which were easily accessible and very helpful in the structuring of essays and also in focusing on the key areas for learning. These videos lasted around 5 minutes and identified the main points that should be included in particular essay areas. They were quick and easy to digest bits of information. It was refreshing to have a new approach to blackboard and to learning. Other formats, such as readings and announcements to not animate in the same way as these videos did. I thoroughly enjoyed the course and the use of blackboard in the module.
• The learning resources, particularly the videos posted on the essay questions, helped me identify what my learning aims should be with regard to the set essay question.
Resultantly, I was able to achieve my highest ever grade on an essay, a high first class!
• YouTube videos found on essay advice on blackboard. They really helped understanding and engagement in the course and knowing what to put in the essays. Really helpful!!
• A very thorough course outline was provided -the best I've used by far! Firstly, the course outline gave us our assessed essay questions from the start of the course. It detailed all the standard information as well as broke down the different topics of the course by tutorial by listing required readings and questions to think about, and finishing with a mock paper which has made the module pretty straightforward to revise for! Both lecturers also provided Essay Advice Vidcasts (Found in Course Guide) which proved UNBELIEVABLY helpful in helping my structure my assessed essay and structure my thought process. They have both used blackboard in an exemplary way and has contributed to the reason why POLI30242 is my favourite module of my entire 3 year degree.
LECTURER CONCLUSIONS
As the deliverers of the Vidcasts we were pleasantly surprised by their success. The take-up by students was proof of what was already evident, that the students appreciated the essay advice videos. Our motivation here had been partly selfish; a desire to reduce the pressure from students to provide individual guidance and essay advice. As a tool of managing expectations the vidcasts were fantastic. In all were had only a couple of requests to look at essay plans, and these were readily rebuffed by pointing to the availability of the vidcasts.
They may also be valuable as generic feedback tools rather than as advice tools. Exam feedback can be a laborious process, and with some extremely large courses at Manchester (up to 600 students on introductory first year courses) virtually impossible on an individual basis. Instead we provide written reports that concern themselves with the type of things that good answers to Q1 achieved, common mistakes in Q3 and the like. Vidcasts may be an easy alternative to written reports for generic exam feedback.
We would urge some caution with the design of the vidcasts however. Without being carefully scripted it is probably a good idea to prepare the general subject matter more thoroughly than we did. In one case we had to be careful to signal in the text around the vidcast that a particular author represented the school of thought x rather than school of thought y as we felt that the vidcast was rather ambiguous.
We were slightly worried before posting the vidcasts that we would be creating standard answers to the questions. In truth this was less of a problem than we might have thought.
Nevertheless there were a couple of off-the-cuff remarks and phrases made in the vidcasts that returned verbatim in several student essays.
Concerns about attendance were largely unfounded. Students displayed no greater tendency to avoid the formal classes because of the availability of the vidcasts than we may have otherwise expected. As usual we did experience a very few 'ghost' students (who appear for assessment rather than for classes) through the course of the year but no more than normal, and absenteeism among students needs to be addressed in a systematic way.
It is certainly our view that punishing present students for the activities of absent ones would be regrettable.
There was an instant pressure to replicate the vidcasts however. Having created a monster it is hard to see how the course will not repeat the exercise in the future. This may be a particular problem if staff changes mean that new lecturers are less enamoured with the prospect of videoing themselves for prosperity. In the run up to the exam for POLI30242 we were repeatedly asked if we would mount exam revision advice videos. We found this impossible to do without compromising the secret nature of an unseen exam paper. This is an important caveat, advice videos may not suit all types of assessment; and they certainly raised the expectations of students.
AFTERWORD: UNFORESEEN CONSEQUENCES OF THE OPEN RESOURCE ERA?
Finally, we have some reflections on the differential data provided by learning analytics and the nature of open resource teaching. The essay advice vidcasts for the course were uploaded onto Youtube and also on the University of Manchester's virtual learning environment (Blackboard 9). All students were notified of both locations. BB9 allows us to analyse the viewing of these vidcasts from the vle, and Youtube analytics allows us to perform a basic (but not identical) analysis of hits for each vidcast from youtube or associated locations (but crucially not the VLE). This seemed like good practice, and the viewing statistics from Youtube reveal that there was significant demand for the vidcasts outside the vle.
As the 2012 Horizon Report points out, learning analytics is the term used to describe "the interpretation of a wide range of data produced by and gathered on behalf of students in order to assess academic progress, predict future performance, and spot potential issues."
(Educause 2012) 2 . However in a largely unforeseen consequence of the open era, the multiplicity of these data may actually hinder such analysis.
